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Abstract 
We discuss matrix pencils with a double symmetry structure that arise in the Hartree- 
Fock model in quantum chemistry. We derive anti-triangular condensed forms from which 
the eigenvalues can be read off. Ideally these would be condensed forms under unitary 
equivalence transformations that can be turned into stable (structure preserving) numer- 
ical methods. For the pencils under consideration this is a difficult task and not always 
possible. We present necessary and sufficient conditions when this is possible. If this is 
not possible then we show how we can include other transformations that allow to reduce 
the pencil to an almost anti-triangular form. 
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1 Introduction 
In this paper we discuss condensed forms for matrices and pencils with a double symmetry 
structure that arise in quantum chemistry. The most general formulation of the linear response 
eigenvalue equation has the form A€ox% = Aox, where x € C” and 
Af — y= a] “ol-|3 Ar (1) 
with A,B,C,Z€C"%*", A= A*, B= B*,C=C*, Z = —-Z", see [9, 18]. 
There are important special cases in which the pencil has extra properties. The simplest 
response function model is the time-dependent Hartree-Fock model, also called the random 
phase appoximation (RPA). In this special case C' is the identity and Z is the zero matrix, 
see [9, 18]. Then the generalized eigenvalue problem (1) reduces to the problem of finding the 
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where A, B are as in (1). 
For stable Hartree-Fock ground state wave functions, it is furthermore known that A —B 
and A+ B are positive definite and all eigenvalues of Lo are real [9, 21]. However, also the 
general case is of interest. In multiconfigurational RPA the matrix €p in (1) may be singular, 
see [9]. 
The double symmetry structure of the special matrices €) and Ao in (1) and Lo in (2) can 
be understood as symmetry with respect to indefinite scalar products. Recall the following 
well-known definitions, see, e.g., [7, 13]. 
Definition 1.1 Let H € C"*” be nonsingular and Hermitian or skew-Hermitian. 
1. A matrix A € C’*” is called H-selfadjoint if A*H = HA. 
2. A matriz S € C"*” is called H-skew-adjoint if S*H = —HS. 
3. A matrix U € C"*” is called H-unitary if U*HU =H. 
Defining the matrices 
I, 90 0 In 0 In 
[0 Sn) tal of m= [ 4 a]: 
(we drop the index n if the size of the matrices is clear from the context), we immediately see 
that in (1) € is Hermitian and [-skew-adjoint, Ap is Hermitian and [-selfadjoint, and Lo is 
J-skew-adjoint and »J-selfadjoint. 
In the following, we will rather use the terminology Hamiltonian, skew-Hamiltonian, and 
symplectic instead of J-skew-adjoint, J-selfadjoint, and J-unitary, respectively, since this is 
the notation used in much of the literature [17]. 
It is well known that the set of H-unitary matrices is a Lie group whose corresponding 
Lie algebra is given by the set of H-skew-adjoint matrices, whereas the set of H-selfadjoint 
matrices is a Jordan algebra. Furthermore, it is known that the spectrum of H-unitary, H- 
skew-adjoint, or H-selfadjoint matrices is symmetric with respect to the unit circle, imaginary 
axis, or real axis, respectively, see, e.g., [7, 13]. 
In this paper we develop the algebraic background for numerical algorithms that compute 
the eigenvalues of matrices and pencils of the forms (2) or (1), respectively, continuing the work 
of [1, 4, 5, 16]. We are interested in obtaining condensed forms from which the eigenvalues 
can be easily read off. The transformations for the computation of these forms should satisfy 
two conditions. 
On the one hand, we want to preserve the given structures, because numerical methods 
that use structure preserving transformations will, in particular, preserve the spectral symme- 
tries that are induced by these structures. This guarantees that in finite precision arithmetic 
rounding errors will not cause the eigenvalues to lose their symmetries. For the matrices 
and pencils from linear response theory, the two different structures causes different sym- 
metries, namely symmetry with respect to the imaginary axis and simultaneously symmetry 
with respect to the real axis. Thus, both structures have to be preserved to maintain the full 
symmetry of the spectrum. 
On the other hand, to achieve numerical stability of the method, we are interested in 
using unitary transformations, i.e., we like to obtain structured versions of the classical Schur 
or generalized Schur form, see [8].
In [4, 5], a difficulty in computing the eigenvalues of matrices and pencils of the forms (2) 
or (1) was observed. In [1] this difficulty was explained by the fact that a reduction to a 
structured Schur form is not always possible, and a reduction method to a condensed form 
was presented that uses unitary transformations as well as hyperbolic rotations. 
However, the method in [1] was only designed for matrices of the form (2) and not for 
pencils of the form (1). Moreover, this did not answer the question when a structured Schur 
form exists, since a complete algebraic analysis of doubly structured matrices was not available 
at that time. This question was recently analyzed in [16], where canonical forms for doubly 
structured matrices and pencils have been developed in a very general form. With the help 
of these results, we are now able to complete the theory of condensed forms for the doubly 
structured matrices and pencils from linear response theory. 
The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminary results in Section 2, in Section 3, 
and Section 4, we will adapt the forms derived in [16] for the doubly structured matrices and 
pencils in (2) and (1), respectively. In Section 5 we will use these results to develop necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of structured Schur forms for both the matrix and 
the pencil case. 
Finally, in Section 6 we generalize the constructive reduction method in [1] to the pen- 
cil case, by obtaining a condensed form with the help of unitary transformations whenever 
possible, but also with the help of non-unitary transformations when this is unavoidable. 
We use the following notation. || stands for the largest integer m that satisfies m < 2. 
C™*” is the set of m xn complex matrices. diag(A1,..., An) is the block diagonal matrix with 
diagonal blocks A,,...,An in that order. A~* := (A*)~!. A signature matrix is a diagonal 
matrix having only the eigenvalue +1. By (AM — N) € C***, we mean that AM — N isa 
matrix pencil with both M,N € C®**. The eigenvalue oo of a pencil is considered to be an 
eigenvalue that is both real and purely imaginary, using the convention —oo := oo, 3 := &, 
and oo? := oo. Moreover, a matrix U € C"**, k < n, will be called orthonormal if its columns 
form an orthonormal set of vectors. 
  
2 Preliminaries 
To construct the desired condensed forms we can work directly with the pencil (1) and the 
matrix (2), but it is more convenient to work on slightly transformed pencils or matrices, 
respectively, that are still doubly structured. This simplifies the discussion and makes the 
theory more transparent. 
Defining the unitary matrices 
J2 In Tn V2 In In ee 
we obtain that 
E 0 0 G AE — As= Yala Aa) =A) elol a 0 | “) 
where FH =C-—Z,G=A+B,H=A-BeEC™” and, furthermore, G = G*,H = H*. In 
the matrix case we use the transformed matrix 
A=XLox =| 9 of: (5) 
3
It it easy to check that € is T’-selfadjoint and skew-Hamiltonian, whereas A is T-selfadjoint 
and Hamiltonian. 
Definition 2.1 A pencil AM —N € C?"*?" is called 
1. T-selfadjoint, if M and N are T-selfadjoint. 
2. skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian, if M is skew-Hamiltonian and N is Hamiltonian. 
Thus, the pencil \€ — A is both [-selfadjoint and skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian. 
In general, to use a similarity transformation that preserves both structures in a matrix 
that is doubly structured with respect to J and I, we have to restrict the transformation 
matrices to be in 
Gon = {U € CP?" |Y*TY =P, wu=n={| 4 ne | -aeew zo}, 
i.e., in the intersection of the Lie groups of [-unitary and symplectic matrices. 
For the pencil case it was shown in [14] that the so-called J-congruence transformations 
preserve the structure of skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian pencils. Analogously, we define I- 
congruence transformations that preserve the structure of I'-selfadjoint pencils. 
Definition 2.2 Let \A—B,AC—D € C?"*?”" be two matrix pencils and let H. be a nonsingu- 
lar, skew-Hermitian or Hermitian matrix. Then AA —B and AC — D are called H-congruent 
if there exists a nonsingular matriz P € C?"*?" such that 
AC —D =H 'P*H(AA — BYP. 
It is easy to verify that if P is in the set 
GPa, = {ue Crenr| J 1y*J=T'lU*T, det 4 0} 
= Ui 0 :U,,U2 € c’*” det (U, U2) x O07, 
0 Us, 
then the J-congruence transformation 
(AA — B)H J7'P*J(\A — B)P 
is also a [-congruence transformation and preserves the structure of pencils that are doubly 
structured with respect to J and [. For the computation of structured Schur forms, the 
similarity transformation matrices and the equivalence transformation matrices are restricted 
to be in the intersections of the group U2, of unitary matrices and Go, or GP2n, respectively. 
Next, for A € C and r € N we introduce the following matrices in C’*", 
rA 1 0 
0 (—1)° 
Ir(A) = ; F, = ’ 
1 (-1)""! 0 
0 r 
0 1 (-1)° 0 
Zr = ; D; = (6) 
1 0 0 (-1)"7!
Proposition 2.3 The matrices in (6) satisfy the following basic relations. 
1 FP=Frl=(-1!'R, ZP=Z,'=2Z,, DP =D,' =D;; 
2. Dy = FZ, = (-1)"'2,-F, 
8. TA) Fy =—-F.T(-A),  Ie(A) Zr = Zr F(A), Te (A) Dr = —Dr Tv(—A). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 0 
3 A canonical form for the matrix case 
In this section we will present a canonical form for matrices of the form (5). The invariants 
of matrices that are structured with respect to an indefinite inner product induced by the 
nonsingular Hermitian matrix H are well known, see, e.g., [3, 7, 13]. Those invariants clearly 
include the eigenvalues and their partial multiplicities (i.e., the sizes of Jordan blocks in the 
Jordan canonical form of the corresponding matrix). In addition, also parameters ¢ € {1, —1} 
that are associated with real eigenvalues of selfadjoint matrices or with purely imaginary 
eigenvalues of skew-adjoint matrices, respectively, are invariants. The collection of these 
parameters is sometimes referred to as the sign characteristic, see, e.g., [7, 13]. To highlight 
that these parameters are related to the matrix H, we will use the term H-structure indices 
instead. A general canonical form for doubly structured matrices was recently obtained in 
[16]. For our particular problem, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.1 Let A € C??*?" be T-selfadjoint and Hamiltonian. Then there exists a non- 
singular matrix W € C?"*2" such that 
wtAw = diag(A,,..., Ax), 
W'TW = diag(S1,..., Sx), (7) 
W*IW = diag(T,,...,Tp), 
where the blocks A;, S;, and T; have corresponding sizes and are of one and only one of the 
following forms: 
Type 3.1.1 Even sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue zero: 
Aj = Jy(0), Sj = EL 2p, and T; = OF op, 
where p € N and e,6 € {1,—-1}. The T-structure index of A; is € and the J-structure index 
is (—1)?6; 
Type 3.1.2 Paired odd sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue zero: 
A: = | Fap+i(0) 0 | S.= | 0 Z2p41 | T. — | 0 Pops | 
/ 0 Top +1(0) a 42 +1 0 to — Pop 41 0 , 
where p € N. The T-structure indices of the two blocks of A; are 1,—1 and the J-structure 
indices are 1,—1; 
Type 3.1.3 Blocks associated with a pair A, — of non-zero real eigenvalues: 
| AY) 9 _,| 4 20 _| 0 4 A =| 0 ae) | sj=| 4 ~Zy |? and Ty = -Z, 0 |?
where X >0, p EN, ande € {1,—-1}. The [-structure index of Jp(A) ts € and the T-structure 
index of —Jp(A) ts (—1)Pe; 
Type 3.1.4 Blocks associated with a pair ia,—ia of non-zero, purely imaginary eigenval- 
ues: 
| tFp(a) 0 | 0 Z ag | —Zy 0 
Aj= 0 “iata) | si=| 7 0 |: and T; =10 0 Z| 
where a > 0,p EN, andd € {-1,1}. The J-structure index of iJp(a) is 6 and the J-structure 
index of —tFp(a) is (—1)?6; 
Type 3.1.5 Blocks associated with a quadruple ,,—A, —X of non-real, non-purely imag- 
inary eigenvalues: 
In(A) 0 0 0 
a -} 8 -hA) 0 0 
J 0 0 IJp(A) 0 |? 
0 0 0  -J,() 
0 0 Z 0 0 0 0 &Z 
_|0 0 0 4 | 0 0 &Z& 0 
51=1z 9 9 o fe 94 T=) 9 _z, 0 0 |? 
0 Z 0 0 —Z, 0 0 0 
where p€ N and A €C such that Re(A), Im(A) > 0. 
Moreover, the form (7) is uniquely determined up to the permutation of blocks. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.10 in [16], considering A as a doubly 
structured matrix with respect to the Hermitian matrices [ andiJ. O 
Theorem 3.1 displays all the invariants of a matrix A that is structured with respect to 
the indefinite inner products induced by J and T. However, the canonical form is now struc- 
tured with respect to W* JW and W*TW. But for the development of structured numerical 
algorithms, we will need a canonical form that displays all the invariants and that is still 
structured with respect to [ and J. This canonical form is as follows. 
Theorem 3.2 Let A € C?"*?" be T-selfadjoint and Hamiltonian. Then there exists a matrix 
U € Gy, such that 
(8) 
uu =| 5 0 |: 
H 0 
with 
G = diag(G1,...,G,), H = diag(Mj,..., Hx), 
where G; and H; have corresponding sizes and are of one and only one of the following forms: 
Type 3.2.1 Even sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue zero: 
(a) Gj =eZp, A; =eJy(0)Zp, or 
(b) Gj =€ZpJp(0), Hj = Zp, 
where p € N ande € {1,-1}; 
Type 3.2.2 Paired odd sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue zero: 
Gj = Zop41Jep41(0) and Hy = Jop41(0)Zop41,
where p € N; 
Type 3.2.3 Blocks associated with a pair 4,—X of non-zero real eigenvalues: 
Gy =EZpIp(A) and Hj =eFp(A)Zp, 
where X>0, p € N ande € {1,-1}; 
Type 3.2.4 Blocks associated with a pair ia, —ia@ of non-zero purely imaginary eigenval- 
ues: 
G;=-dZ)I,(A) and HH; =bF,(A)Zp, 
wherea>0, pEN, 6 € {1,-1}; 
Type 3.2.5 Blocks associated with a quadruple A, —A, A, —A of non-real, non-purely imag- 
inary eigenvalues: 
Ip(A) Zp 
=| ng oe | sym 0 | Zp Ip(r) 0 
where Re(A), Im(\) > 0, and p EN. 
Moreover, the form (8) is uniquely determined up to the permutation of blocks. 
and H;= 
cen x2n Proof. By Theorem 3.1, we know that there exists a nonsingular matrix W € such 
that 
w lAw = diag(A,,..., Ax), 
W*TW = diag(Sj,..., 5%), 
WIW = diag(T),...,T,), 
where A;, S; and T; are of one of the types of blocks listed in Theorem 3.1. 
To these types of blocks we apply simple transformations with matrices P; that bring Aj, 
S;, and T; to the forms 
0 G; —1 _ P>'AjP; = | Hy 0 | » Ty, =P SjPj, and Jy, = P| T;P;, 
where 2q; is the size of A; and G;, H; are as asserted. Then, taking the product W - 
diag(P,,..., P,) and multiplying from the right with an appropriate block permutation matrix 
produces a matrix U/ satisfying 
UeTU=C and U*JU=J, 
ie. U € Gon, such that U~'AU has the desired form. 
In the following, we explicitely give the transformation matrix P; that transforms the 
blocks of type 3.1.x in Theorem 3.1 to the corresponding blocks of type 3.2.x in Theorem 3.2, 
where we use the same symbols for the parameters as in Theorem 3.1. 
Type 3.2.1 If the triple (A;,5;,T;) is of Type 3.1.1 of Theorem 3.1, then we have to 
distinguish two cases. In the case ed = 1, the transformation matrix P; is of the form 
P; = [e€2p—1, E€Qn—35 +++ 7 EEL, €2,€4,---, €2p]- 
In the case ed = —1, the transformation matrix P; is of the form 
P; = [e€2p, €€2p—2,- +» €€2, C1, €3, +++ 5 €2p—1]-
Then G; and H; are as in Type 3.2.1 (a) if ed = 1, or as in Type 3.2.1 (b) if e6 = —1; 
1 
   
         
Zoyt4i1t+ Fop41  Lepti — Dop+1 Type 3.2.2 P)==| ©? pel “2p pel | 
ype J 2 | Zop+1— Fop41  Lope1 + Dopsi |’ 
V2 Zi el, 
Type 3.2.3 P; = > | , L. | 3 
p +p 
V2[ Z, idl 
p 4p 
0 Zn In 0 
v2! 0 Z, -I, 0 
Type 3.2.5 P; = > z 0 0 L oO 
p p 
2 0 0 | 
Remark 3.3 Note that all submatrices 0G; of (8) have the pattern H; 0 W4 
We have seen in this section that matrices that are [-selfadjoint and Hamiltonian can 
be transformed to a structured canonical form that is the analogue of the classical Jordan 
canonical form. In the next section we derive similar canonical forms for the corresponding 
doubly structured pencils. 
4 Canonical forms for the pencil case 
In this section, we discuss canonical forms for regular pencils A€ — A in the form (4). Recall 
that a pencil X€ — A is called regular if and only if det(A€ — A) is not identically zero. To do 
this, we first split the pencil into two parts corresponding to finite and infinite eigenvalues, 
respectively. 
Theorem 4.1 Let € — A € C?"*?" be a regular, T-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/- 
Hamiltonian pencil. Then there exist nonsingular matrices W,,W2 € C?"*?" such that 
wyi(ae — Ay = | 72 0 j-| 4 0 |. 
0 Ex 0 Lom 
* T 0 x J 0 rarme[ Jo mome[ 2] 
where Af € C2kx2k is Dy-selfadjoint and Hamiltonian and Eso is Soo-selfadjoint and Ts.-skew- 
adjoint. Furthermore, we have 
Exo = diag(F,,...,Fi), Soo = diag($1,...,57), Too = diag(T),...,7), (9) 
where the blocks E;, S;, and T; have corresponding sizes and are of one and only one of the 
following forms: 
Type 4.1.1 Paired even sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue co: 
Jap (0) 0 0 Lap 0 Fa | 
By = 0 ao) | si=| 2 0 IF and =| _h, 0
where p € N; 
Type 4.1.2 Odd sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue co: 
E; = Foy +1(0), Sj = ELwp+1; and T; = OF op41; 
where €,6 € {1,-1}, p€ N. The [-structure index of E; is « and the J-structure index is 
(—1)?6. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1 in [16], there exist nonsingular matrices Z,,Z). € C?"*?" such 
that 
“tye _,[% 0] _[™M 0 
0 
Qe 
where JN is nilpotent, Q1, Qo, Ro are Hermitian, R; is skew-Hermitian, and the following 
identities hold: 
2302, = | “1 |. a12-| 4 | 0 Re 
M*R, = -RiM, M*Q=Q1M, 
N* Ro —RoN, N*Qy = QoN. (10) 
(Note that although J is skew-Hermitian and € was skew-Hamiltonian, i.e., J-selfadjoint, 
Ry is now Hermitian and N is Rg-skew-adjoint.) Since the pencil AT — J only has the 
eigenvalues 1,—1 with partial multiplicities equal to one, the same holds for the pencil AQ; — 
Ry. Equivalently, the Hermitian pencil AQ; — 71R, has only the eigenvalues 1, —2 with partial 
multiplicities equal to one. But, since non-real eigenvalues of Hermitian pencils always occur 
in pairs, see [20], it follows that the algebraic multiplicities of i and —i are equal, say k. But 
then it follows from the well-known results on canonical forms of Hermitian pencils [20], that 
there exists a nonsingular matrix V such that 
V* (AQ, — ii )V = AT, — ip. 
Moreover, since N is nilpotent and by (10) it is also Ra-skew-adjoint and Q2-selfadjoint, and 
since the Hermitian pencil AR2 — Q2 only has eigenvalues 1,—1 with partial multiplicities 
equal to one, it follows from Theorem 4.10 in [16] that there exists a nonsingular matrix U/ 
such that U~'NU = Eno, U*QoU = Soo, and U* Ro = Ts, where Eqo, Soo, and Ty, are as 
in (9). Setting 
Y O 
0 Uu my = 2 | 0 Uu ota 
then gives the desired result, since Ay := V-! MY is T,-selfadjoint and Hamiltonian. 0 
We immediately obtain the following corollary of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 4.2 Let 6 -AeEC"*” be a regular, [-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/Hamil- 
tonian pencil. Then there exist nonsingular matrices W,, We. such that 
- In, 0 Ay 0 
wie — Am =| 0. «|-| 0. |: (11)
7 Sr 0 « T; O 
wiry = | 0 3. | wise = | 0 n. |: 
where As, S5,Tp € C2kx2k are in the canonical form (8), and Eso, Soo, Too € C2 2h) x (202k) 
are as in (9). 
As in the matrix case, we would prefer a simple form that displays the eigenvalues and 
that still is [-selfadjoint and skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian. However, this task is not as 
easy as in the matrix case. The problem in the pencil case is that in the canonical form (11) 
odd-sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue oo need not occur in pairs. Consider the 
following example. 
Example 4.3 The pencil A€ — A, where 
   
is regular, [-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian. Setting 
0010 010 0 
1000 0001 
M=!o 100]: “=11000]7 
0001 001 0 
we obtain the canonical form 
010 0 1000 
4 _10 0 1 0 4 1010 0 
Wr EW = 0000/7 ” AM= 00104? 
0000 0001 
001 0 0 0 1 +0 
. _|0 10 0 . 10 -1 0 0 
WiIW=!1 9 9 of? MYM=14 9 0 0 
0001 0 0 0-1 
Thus, the pencil A€ — A has two Jordan blocks associated with oo. The first one is of size 
three with parameters €; = 1 and 6; = 1 as in Theorem 4.1 (hence, the [-structure index is 
1 and the J-structure index is —1) and the second one is of size one with parameters €2 = 1 
and 62 = —1 as in Theorem 4.1 (hence, the [-structure index is 1 and the J-structure index 
is —1). 
Example 4.3 shows the difficulties that are caused by the lack of pairing of odd-sized blocks 
associated with the eigenvalue oo. It is difficult to find a simple form that nicely displays 
the Kronecker structure of A€ — A if we want to keep the two-by-two block structure of €. 
In Appendix 1, for completeness, we present such a form without the technical proof. Here, 
we restrict ourselves to the case that the odd-sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue co 
occur in pairs in the following sense. 
10
Definition 4.4 Let \€ — A € C??*2” be a regular, -selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/- 
Hamiltonian pencil, and let n(oo,k,n) denote the number of Jordan blocks associated with co 
in the canonical form (11) that have size k, and for that the corresponding structure indices 
6 and eé in (11) satisfy d6¢ =n. Then XE — A is called co-regular if for any odd k € N we have 
that 
n(oo,k,1) = n(co,k, -1). 
Thus, for an oo-regular pencil, the odd-sized blocks associated with oo have to be paired 
with respect to the sign of the product of their structure indices. At first glance, this condition 
sounds rather special and hard to check. However, it turns out that this condition is satisfied 
if the pencil is of differential-index at most one, i.e., all partial multiplicities associated with 
the eigenvalue oo are less or equal to one. This is an important case in many applications 
that can be achieved via an index reduction process [2, 10, 11, 12]. 
Proposition 4.5 Let A6-A € C2”*?" be a regular, T'-selfadjoint, skew-Hamiltonian/Hamil- 
tonian pencil of differential index at most one. Then XE — A is o0-regular. 
Proof. Since all partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue oo are at most one, it follows 
from (11) that there exists nonsingular matrices W,, W2 such that 
W, EW, = diag(Iox,0,0,0,0), Wy 'AW, = diag(A, Ip, Iq, 1, Is), 
WiTW, = diag(T'x, Ip. Ig, —Lr, —Is), WyIWe2 = diag(Jg, Ip, —Iq, Ir, —Is), 
for some p,q,7r,s € N. Since the pencil AT — J has the eigenvalues 1, —1 each with multiplicity 
n, the same still holds for W/(AT — J)W2. This implies p+ s =r-+q. But noting that p+s 
(r+q), is the number of blocks for that the product of structure-indices is 1 (—1, respectively), 
it follows that the pencil is co-regular. O 
For the case of co-regular pencils we then have the following structured canonical form. 
Theorem 4.6 Let € — A € C?"*?" be a co-regular, T-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/- 
Hamiltonian pencil. Then there exists a nonsingular matrit W € GPoy such that 
(P-'W*D) (AE — AW (J7'W*J)(AE — AW 
In, 0 0 0 0 0 Gy; 0 
_\/ 9 Eo 0 0 |_| 0 0 0 Ge 
0 0 In, 0 Hy 0 0 0 |? 
0 0 0 EX 0 Ho 0 0 
where Gr and Hy are in the canonical form (8) of Theorem 3.2. Furthermore, we have 
Eso = diag(F1,..., Ex), Goo = diag(Gi,..., Gz), Hy, = diag(M,..., Hy), 
where the blocks E;, Gj, and H; have corresponding sizes and are of one and only one of the 
following forms: 
Type 4.6.1 Paired even sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue co: 
E; = Z2p F2p (0) and G; = Hi; = 22», 
where p € N; 
Type 4.6.2 Two odd sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue co: 
E; = €Lop41J2p+1(0) and G; = Hi; = EL p41, 
where p € N and « € {1,—-1}. 
11
Proof. In view of Theorems 4.1 and 3.2, it is sufficient to consider the case that € is 
nilpotent. But then, by Theorem 4.1, there exist nonsingular matrtices W, and W» such that 
Wr'EW, = diag(F,,...,E,), WiTW. = diag(S1,...,5)), 
wy! AW, Ton, Wi IW diag(T;,...,T), 
where Ej, 5;,7; are of one of the types of Theorem 4.1. We consider these types seperately: 
Type 4.6.1 If (£;,5;,T;) is of Type 4.1.1 with parameter p as in Theorem 4.1, then 
setting 
i | Ion + Dap 2p — Dap P= Z2 — Fp pe | 
J 2 2p _— Dp 2p + Dp 
1 
and a 
| Q: lear Lp — Fe 
we obtain that 
-1p.p. — | 22pJ2»(0) 0 typ] 9 2p 
Q; E;P; a | 0 TJap(0)* Zap 5 Q; A;P; = Zap 0
 5 
P}SjQ; = Top, and P}T}Q; = J 2p. 
Type 4.6.2 Let (£;,5;,T;) be of Type 4.1.2 with parameters p, ¢, 6 as in Theorem 4.1. 
Since the pencil is oo-regular, we know that there exists a second triple (E,,Sm,Tm) with 
parameters p, €, 6, where ed = —25. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ed = 1, 
ie., 6 =e and 6 =—é. Setting 
    
                   
P= et | Lop41 + Dopy1  Lepai — Dop+i | Q; = 1 | Zop41 — Popa, Zop4i + Fop+1 | 
J 2 | Lopy1 — Dap Tep4i + Dopyi }? TO 2 | Lops + Pop Zep — Pops ]’ 
with D;, Fj, Z; as in (6), we obtain that 
Q;! | Ej 0 | Pi=e | Zo +41 J op+1 (0) 0 | 
j 0 Em J 0 Fop+1(0)* Zop44 
I 0 0 Z -1 | L2p+1 D. = | 2p+l | 
Q; | 0 Lop41 | J Z2p+1 0 , 
P; | 0 6, | = Tan P; | @ 1, | = os 
Taking the products W, - diag(P,,...,P,) and W - diag(Qi,...,Q,) and applying an 
appropriate block permutation, yields matrices U/ and W satisfying W*TU =T and W* JU = 
J, or equivalently, 
U-'=T'WT and Ul= JW 
such that U-1(A€ — A)W has the desired form. In particular, we have WE GPo,. O 
In this section we have extended the structured canonical form for doubly structured 
matrices to the case of doubly structured pencils under the assumption that the pencil is 
oo-regular. For the statement of the general case see Appendix 1. 
The presented canonical forms are the algebraic basis for the construction of numerical 
methods. However, as is well known [8], in general it is not possible to compute such canonical 
forms via numerical algorithms. For this reason we are interested in condensed forms under 
unitary transformations. But such forms do not always exist. In the next section we derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions, when this is the case. 
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5 Existence of structured Schur forms 
In this section, we study structured Schur forms for the doubly structured matrices and pencils 
under consideration. We begin with the matrix case, i.e., 
A=| 0 |: (12) 
where G, H € C”*” are Hermitian. Since the unitary matrices U/ in Gg, have the block form 
diag(U,U) with U unitary, one has to determine a unitary matrix U such that U*GU and 
U*HU are both in a condensed form from which the eigenvalues of A can be read off in a 
simple way. A possible candidate for such a condensed form is that U*GU and U*HU are 
both diagonal. However, it is well known that such a U exists if and only if G and H commute. 
Hence, such a form exists only for a small set of matrices of the form (12). Another possible 
candidate is that U*GU is lower anti-triangular and U* HU is upper anti-triangular in the 
following sense. 
Definition 5.1 Let X = [x;,] € C’*". We say that X is lower anti-triangular, if x; = 0 
forjt+tk<n,1.e., X has the pattern 
Analogously, we say that X is upper anti-triangular if 7;, =0 forj+k >n+1. Moreover, we 
say that a matrix A of the form (12) is in anti-triangular form, if G is lower anti-triangular 
and H is upper anti-triangular. 
Anti-triangular Hermitian pencils have been studied in [15], where it was shown that these 
forms are the natural generalization of the Hamiltonian Schur form, see [17, 19] to the case of 
Hermitian pencils. Note that Hermitian pencils are related to Hamiltonian matrices by the 
fact that A1J — JM is a Hermitian pencil, if M is a Hamiltonian matrix. 
Note that if A is in anti-triangular form, then the eigenvalues of A are displayed by the 
entries on the main antidiagonal of G and H. This can be easily verified by applying a row 
and column permutation to A. For example, if G = [g;,;] and H = [h;,j] then for 1 < k < 5 
and !=n—k-+1 every 4 x 4 submatrix 
0 0 0 gk 
A, = 0 0 Gra Gt 
° hek Meg O 0 |? 
ing 0 0 0 
displays a quadruple {9,—Ao, Ao, —Ao} of eigenvalues of Ag, where Ay = \/ 9k1Nk,I- In the 
case that n is odd, we find a distinguished pair of eigenvalues Ag, —Ap that is displayed by the 
entries in the middle of the anti-diagonals of G and H, i.e., by the submatrix 
0 Orr 
hrr 0 , 
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where r = nol and Ap = WV Grrhrr. Since grrhr, is real, Ao is necessarily real or purely 
imaginary. 
The corresponding anti-triangular form for the case of a regular pencil 
6-419 om f-| ao | (13) 
where £,G, H € C"*", G, H Hermitian, is such that EF, G, and H are all lower anti-triangular. 
If this is the case and for n even, if E' = [e;,4],@ = [9;,4] and H = (hj4], then for 1 < k < 5 
and !=n—k-+1 every 4 x 4 subpencil 
  
0 €kl 0 0 0 0 0 9k,L 
ek ex O O } _ 0 O Ger 94 
A 0 0 0 elk A 0 he 0 0 , (14) 
0 O ey ey her hip O 0 
displays a quadruple {A9, —Ao, Ao, —Ao} of eigenvalues, where Ay = ae if ex /€i,4 # O 
and Ag = oo, otherwise. In n is odd and r = ntl analogous to the matrix case, there is a 
distinguished pair of real or purely imaginary eigenvalues (Aj, —Ao), where Ap = 00 if e-, = 0 
or Apo = joe, otherwise. 
It remains to discuss the question when the doubly structured matrix or matrix pencil 
can be transformed to anti-triangular form. To derive necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of anti-triangular forms it is sufficient to discuss the pencil case, because if A 
as in (12) is J, l-congruent to a pencil in anti-triangular form, i.e., 
E 0 0 G —1 px _ _ _ J ~P* J(AI — A)P Alo pe Lo | 
where P € GPa, F,G,H are lower anti-triangular and F is invertible, then setting Q = 
diag(E~', I) implies that 
4 * I 0 0 G ruraysor—APg=] 5 0 ]=| pte o | 
and we find that J~'(PQ)JAPQ is a matrix in anti-triangular form and, since P € GP2p 
and J~'(PQ)* IPQ = Inn we obtain PQ € Gop. Note that if P is unitary, then also E and 
@ are unitary and hence PQ is also unitary. 
To generate the structured anti-triangular forms we derive first an eigenvalue reorder- 
ing method as well as an off anti-diagonal block elimination technique. Consider an (8 x 
8)—subpencil - - 
[ff o}_fo @ 
O E* H 0O 
of (13) given by the submatrices 
0 0 0 Ek, 0 0 0 Gk 
Ba} 0 8 Gm et | Ga] 9 9 jam 95 
0 €mj mm emi 0 Gim Imm Im 
Clk Clj = Elym EL Gk Ijt Imi Il 
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and 
0 0 OO hey 
0 0 Ryjm hy 
0 jm hmm hm , 





where 5 >j >k,l=n—k+1, andm=n-—j +1, such that 
Ik Nk LejmEemg F GIjmhjmek lek, Gk hk sejmemy F Gj,mhjmek Elk: (15) 
ie., the (8 x 8)-subpencil displays two disjoint quadruples of eigenvalues {9, —Ao, Ao, —o } 
oo lon1h Thi m _ 
and {Ho; —Ho: Ho, —fio}, where Ao = a and Ho = oa and Ao # Ho; =Ho- We 
jomem,j 
want to eliminate the elements ej), e),;,.9;,, and hj; via a tranformation with matrices 
  
 
    
1 2 00 Iw 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
P=loq 94 y and @Q= 00 1 2 
0001 0 0 01 
Forming the product 
0 0 0 ek, 
Q*EP = 0 0 Cjm Cj. + Wer + Yejm 0 em.j * * : 
C1k Cj + 2%emj + TLR * * 
to eliminate the elements e;; and e;,;, we have to choose w, x,y,z such that the equations 
ej, + Wer, + Yyejm =O and e,; + 2em y+ ce;,, = 0 
hold. The analogous argument for Q*GQ and P*HP yields the two additional equations 
Gj + WgnI + 29jm=9 and hy + They t+ yhjm = 9. 
Altogether, we obtain a linear system in the variables W,Z,y and z given by 
ek em,j 0 0 x e145 
he 0 jm 0 Z| Aya 
0 gjm 9 Oka y Gjiul 
0 0 €jm ek, w C5 
Since the determinant of the system matrix is —€) phjmgjmeki + Em j9khklejm, and this 
term is non-zero by the first condition of (15), we have a unique solution. 
In a similar way the second condition of (15) implies that the elements em,1, €1,m; 9m, and 
hm can be eliminated. 
Similarly, in the case that n is odd, r= “4, k <j,l=n—k+1, and 
. 0 0 €kl . 0 0 Gk . 0 0 he 
E= 0 Cr Er] », G= 0 Grr Gril and H = _0 hr, hr 3 
Clk Clr El Gk Grd Gl Ret Peg hag 
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the condition 
Orbe lek F Ike alerr |”, (16) 





joint, where Ay = Grrr and pp = . In this case one can eliminate the elements Cnr eryr 
Crd, Clr Gr; and hy 
Using this elimination technique and applying some permutations to combine blocks that 
display the same quadruple of eigenvalues to a larger block, we obtain the following proposi- 
tion. 
Proposition 5.2 Let (A€ — A) € C"*2" be an oo-regular, T-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamil- 
tonian/Hamiltonian pencil such that E, G and H in (18) are lower anti-triangular. Then 
AE — A is T, J-congruent to a pencil 
~ + E 0 0G walt A)-[5 3] 
where all three matrices E, G, FH are block anti-triangular of the form 
Oe ee 0 Xp 
O = XoK-1 0 
X= 0 
: . . 0 : 
O Xpz-1,2 Xp-ik-1 OO 
Xk 0 wee 0 Xk k 
Forl=k—j+1> 4% the spectrum of every subpencil 
0 Ey 0 0 0 0 0 Ga 
| Ba Bu 0 0 |_| 0 0, iy 
0 0 O EF, 0 Ay 0 0 |? 
0 0 Bt, Ef, He, Hy 0 0 
is equal to {Aj;, Vj, Aj; —A;} and for different indices 7 the spectra of the corresponding sub- 
pencils are disjoint. Here we allow real and purely imaginary eigenvalues. 
Furthermore, if n is odd, then k must be odd and for r = kel the spectrum of the subpencil 
d E,, 0 _ 0 Grr 
0 EF, AH, , 0 
is {r;, Ap} and it is disjoint from the spectra of the other subpencils. In particular, A, is 
real or purely imaginary or equal to co. 
Before formulating and proving the main result of this section we will give some technical 
lemmas and introduce some further notation. 
Definition 5.3 Let H € C”*” be an Hermitian matrix that has v4 positive, v_ negative and 
vo zero eigenvalues. We call the triple Ind(H) = (v1,v_,vo) the inertia index of H. 
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Lemma 5.4 (Lemma 3 in [15].) Let H € C’*" be Hermitian with inertia index Ind(H) = 
(v4,Vv_,U). Then H is congruent to a lower anti-triangular matrix if and only if |v4—v_| < 
Vo when n is even or |v4 —v_| <vo +1 when n is odd. 
Definition 5.5 Let H € C”*" be Hermitian with Ind(H) = (v4,v_,). We say that H 
satisfies the index condition if |v; —v_| < vp when n is even or |v4 —v_| < v9 +1 when n 
as odd. 
Thus, H satisfies the index condition if and only if it is congruent to an anti-triangular 
matrix. 
Remark 5.6 Let A € C?”*?" be [-selfadjoint and Hamiltonian as in (12). If A is in anti- 
triangular form, then the pencil AJ — A is J,T-congruent to a pencil in anti-triangular form 
via 
I, 0 Zr Of _ Z 0 0 G 
| 0 7, |Qhn A] 0 2 |= 7 -| ewe 0 I. 
The canonical forms in Theorems 3.2, 4.6 and Remark 5.6 lead to a characterization of 
all possible subpencils that represent structured Kronecker blocks of the structured pencil 
AE — A. With every type of block we will also list the inertia indices. In all cases in the 
following proposition, 6,¢ € {1,—1}. We use different letters to indicate from which case in 
Theorems 3.2, 4.6 the structure index comes. 
Corollary 5.7 Let \€ — A € C2”*?" be an oo-regular, T-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltoni- 
an/Hamiltonian pencil. Then there exists WE GP2p, such that 
_ G 
0 3 
E =diag(F,,...,E,), G=diag(G),...,Gy), H=diag(M,..., Hz), 
0 G; 
H; 0 









are all Hermitian, and for every 7, the pencil » | By he | — | | has one and only 
J 
one of the following forms. 
a. Even sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue 0: The form is either 
[2 O]_[° G)_,[% 0]_[ 0 &% 
0 E Ho |? 0 Z, eZyTp(0) 0 |? 
with inertia indices Ind(G) = (q,q,0) and Ind(eH) = (q,q—1,1) if p = 2q, and Ind(eG) = 
(q+1,9,0) and Ind(H) = (q,4,1) ifp = 2q +1, or 
‘Lo ella oll? g]-Le, 7"): 
with inertia indices Ind(eG) = (q,q—1,1) and Ind(H) = (q,q,0) if p = 2q, and Ind(G) = 
(q,q,1) and Ind(eH) = (q+ 1,q,0) ifp = 2q+1. 
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b. Paired odd sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue 0: 
A) o ol -|s 5 =a 2" 0 |-| 0 Zanes sferes() | 
0 E H 0 0 Zoq41 Z2q41I2q+1(0) 0 ’ 
with inertia indices Ind(G) = Ind(H#) = (q,¢q, 1). 
c. Blocks associated with a real eigenvalue pair a,—a, where a > 0: 
Lo ele Le Oo] Le A] Lect | 
with inertia indices Ind(G) = Ind(#) = (q,¢,0) if p = 2¢ or Ind(eG) = Ind(eH) = (¢q+1,¢,0) 
if p= 2q +1. 
d. Blocks associated with a purely imaginary eigenvalue pair ia, —1a, where a > 0: 
Lo el L ofl ie 2, [Lecce 0" | 
with inertia indices Ind(G) = Ind(H) = (q,q,0) if p = 2q, or Ind(6G) = (q,q+1,0) and 
Ind(6H) = (q+ 1,q,0) ifp=2q+1. 
e. Blocks associated with a quadruple of finite eigenvalues a,@,—a,—a, where a? ¢ R: 
  
with inertia indices Ind(G) = Ind(H) = (q,¢,0). 
f. Paired even sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue oo: 
fo el La fea aysiu | Lan “a | 
with inertia indices Ind(G) = Ind(H) = (q,¢,0). 
g. Paired odd sized blocks associated with the eigenvalue co: 
d | E 0 | _ | 0 G | -— ) | € L941 I2q+1(0) 0 | _ | 0 EL 2q+1 | 
0 EF A O 0 € L941 I2q41(0) EL 2q41 0 ? 
with inertia indices Ind(eG) = Ind(eH) = (¢ + 1,¢,0). 
Proof. These block forms follow directly from Theorems 4.6, 3.2 and Remark 5.6. The 
assertion on the inertia indices of the blocks G and H follows easily from Lemma 6 in [15] O 
Note that the matrices Z;7(a); are lower anti-bidiagonal and matrices Z; are lower anti- 
diagonal. So in all cases EF, H,G are either lower anti-bidiagonal or lower anti-diagonal. 
In order to derive necessary and sufficient conditions so that AE — A is J, T-congruent 
to a anti-triangular form, we assemble these subpencils together and we frequently use the 
following transformation. 
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Remark 5.8 Let FM be both lower anti-triangular and partitoned as 
0 0 Fi 3 0 0 M13 
P= 0 foe fos |, M= 0 m2 m23 |, 
P31 fo F33 M3, ™m32 M33 
where F,3 and F3, (Mj,3 and M31) are square and have the same size, respectively and 
furthermore f2 (m2) is either a scalar if the size of F' (M) is odd or is void if the size is 
even. Then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
P. (17) 
  
Obviously, if H is Hermitian then this block lower anti-triangular form is still Hermitian. 
Then # is congruent to a lower anti-triangular form if fo, m2,2 are as in the following 
cases. 
Case 1: If fo = 0 this is obvious and if m2. = 0, then by a block permutation we switch 
the roles of F and M in H. In this case F or M, respectively, has odd size. 
Case 2: If fo.2 or m2. is void, then fo3, f3,2 or m2,3, 3,2, respectively, are void and this 
is also obvious. In this case F' or M, repectively, has even size. 
1 0 
Case 3: If fo2m2.2 < 0, then let X = | fo,2 
Vo ma,2 
/_ 2,2 0 m2,2 — fhe 
X* | faa 0 | X= = m2 | (18) 
2,2 m2,24/ ~mo.9 ™2,2 
Applying this transformation to the matrix in (17), we can reduce H to a anti-triangular 
. Then it is easy to see that. 
  
form. 
It should be noted, that when F' 3, F3,1, M13, M3, are all nonsingular, then these three 
cases give necessary conditions for H to be congruent to a lower anti-triangular matrix. 
Another useful permutation is 
0 0 0 Fa 
_[F 0]_..] 0 0 0 fag 
n= | 4 wf? 0 o mo |® (19) 
P31 f32 0 F333 
if foe = 0 and 
0 0 Fz 
n= | o w fa? 0 mM ole (20) 
fy, 0 33 
if fog is void. When M is already lower anti-triangular, in both cases H is congruent to a 
lower anti-triangular form. 
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Remark 5.9 In order to compute a lower anti-triangular form we perform J, T-congruent 
transformations to the pencil 
d E 0|] | 0 G 
0 E* H 0 
with block diagonal matrices diag(U,V). This is equivalent to performing transformations 
U*EV, U*GU, V*HV 
on the matrix triple E,G,H. We will often use the following special transformations. 
1. If 
B= diag(F, E4), G= diag(Gj, G2), HA= diag(H,, H2), 
then by taking U = I and V = diag(J, —J), we can transform the matrix triple to 
B= diag(F, —F), G= diag(Gj, Go), A= diag(H;, 2). 
This means that we can freely change the sign of F2, and analogously, we can also freely 
change the sign of £1. 
2. If 
_[u 0 _f0 0 _fh 0 
B=| 4 wf c=|) |: =| 0 |’ 
where 71, 72,9, € C, then taking X= |} 5 |v obtain that 
_| 0 {| 0 0 * {0 0 px=|) |: c=|f mr xx =|} | 
are all in lower anti-triangular form. 
3. If 
001 00 0 0 0A 
EF=/]0 10], G=!]0 ¢€ 0], H=)]0 0 0], 
1 0 0 0 0 -e h 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
where € = 1 ore=—landhe€C, then taking X=] 0 1 0] andY=J] -1 1 O | it 
0 1 1 0 0 1 
follows that 
001 0 0 O 0 0A 
X*EY=/]0 10], X*GxX¥=/0 0 -e], Y*HY=]0 0 0 (21) 
1 0 0 0 -e€ -é h 0 0 
are all in anti-triangular form. Moreover, the middle anti-diagonal (also diagonal) element of 
the transformed matrices X*GX and Y*HY is 0. 
By Proposition 5.2, Theorem 4.6, and Remark 5.8, it follows that AE — A is J,T'-congruent to 
a lower anti-triangular form if and only if every subpencil from the structured canonical form 
that combines the whole multiplicity of a quadruple {a, —a,@, —@} of non-real or non-purely 
imaginary eigenvalues or a pair of eigenvalues {a,—a} with a? € RU {oo} is J,T-congruent 
to a lower anti-triangular form. Based on this fact we can use the subpencils in Corollary 5.7 
to find the conditions for the existence of a lower anti-triangular form. 
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Lemma 5.10 Let XE — A € C2"*" be an co-regular, T-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamilto- 
nian/Hamiltonian pencil that has only a single eigenvalue quadruple {a,—a,a,—a} with 
Realma F 0, or a single pair of eigenvalues {a,—a}, or {ia,—ia} with a > 0 or a single 
eigenvalue 0 or co. Suppose that the pencil is J,0-congruent to the structured canonical form 
zs 7 E 0 0 G 
with 
E = diag(F\,..., Ex), G = diag(Gi,..., Gz), HA = diag(M,..., Hx) 
d Ej 0 | | 0 G; 
0 £E; H; 0 |}? 
has one of the forms as in Corollary 5.7. Then XE — A is J,T-congruent to a lower triangular 
form if and only if both G and H satisfy the index condition. 
and every 
Proof. The necessity is clear, so we only prove the sufficiency. 
We consider five different cases, based on the types of eigenvalues. 
1. For blocks as in Corollary 5.7 e., every E';,G;,H; is are already lower anti-triangular 
and has even size. Applying the permutation (20) simultaneously to the triple several times, 
we obtain the lower anti-triangular forms for E,G,H. Obviously G and H satisfy the index 
condition. 
2. For an eigenvalue pair {a,—a} and a > 0, by Corollary 5.7 c. it follows that 
Ej = 2p; Gy = Hy = €) 4p; Ip; ()- a] 3 
Let pj = 2q; +1 for 7 = 1,...,l and p; = 2q; for j =141,...,k. For A€ — A in lower 
anti-triangular form it is necessary that G, H must satisfy the index condition. Since G and 
Hf are nonsingular this means that 
v4(G) — v(G) = v4 (H) — v_(H) =0 
if n is even and 
v4 (G) —v(G)| = |v4(H) — v-(H)| =1 
if n is odd. On the other hand by Corollary 5.7 c. 
l 
v.(G) —v_(@) =v4(H) —v_(H) = Yo ¢;. 
j=l 
Hence if n is even, then a1 €; = 0, which implies that /, the number of the odd sized Jordan 
blocks must be even and the numbers of the structure indices with e; = 1 and ¢; = —1 must 
be equal. If n is odd then / is odd and all but one of the ¢; must occur in 1, —1 pairs. 
To show that this is also sufficient, we consider the cases that n is odd or even separately. 
If n is even, then /] is even and we can permute the blocks in the original pencil rE-A 
such that the canonical blocks of odd size are paired into //2 subpencils as in 
E, 0 0 0 0 0 G O 
,| o Bo Of [0 0 0 & 
0 0 & 0 H, 0 0 0 |’ 
0 0 0 &; 0 H; 0 0 
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where ¢; = 1, €; = —1. By Remark 5.9 we now consider a transformation on this matrix 
triple. Applying (17) and (18), the triple can be transformed to lower anti-triangular form. 
In this way we can get 1/2 even sized matrix triples which are all lower anti-triangular. 
Joining these and the matrix triples associated with even sized canonical blocks, using (20) 
again we get the lower anti-triangular form. 
The case n is odd is similar to the even case. The only difference is that after pairing 
there is still one odd sized matrix triple left. But applying (20) to assemble the whole lower 
anti-triangular form, the only difference is that the odd sized blocks should be put in the 
bottom as block M in (20). 
3. The proof for pairs of purely imaginary eigenvalues is the same as that for 2. 
4. For zero eigenvalues by Corollary 5.7 a. and b., the matrix triple E;,G;, H; has three 
possible forms 
i) By = Zp; Gj = €jZp;, Hy = €j 4p; Jp; (0); 
ii) Bj = Zp; Gj = €j) 2p Ipj(0), Hy = €52p;3 
iii) Ej = 229; +1; Gj = Hj = 209; +1524; +1(0). 
Forms i) and ii) are associated with even sized canonical blocks and form iii) is associated 
with odd sized canonical blocks. Assume that A€ — A has k, and kg canonical blocks of 
even size with respect to form i) and ii), respectively and k3 blocks of odd size and form iii). 
Without loss of generality assume that the matrix triples E;,G;, H; have form i), ii), and iii) 
for j =1,...,41, 9 =ki +1,...,k) tke, and j = ky +kho,...,k(= ky + ko +kg), respectively. 
Moreover, assume that p; = 2q; for 7 =1,...,k); andj =k, +1,...,k, +k, and p; = 2q;+1 
for 7 = ky, +1,...,k, and j = ky + koi +1,...,k) + ko, ie., there are ky, matrix triples of 
form i) with even size and k, — ky, of this form with odd size, and there are ky; matrix triples 
of form ii) with even size and ky — ko, of this form with odd size. 
From these block forms we get the following relations for the inertia indices of G and H. 
k ki-kit ko 
vi(@)-—v(@) = Sov4(Gj) -v-(G;)) = So eknag + So ems, 
j=l j=l j=l 
k 
w(G) = S-vo(Gj) = ko + ks, 
j=l 
k kit ko—ka1 
v(H)—v_(H) = So (v4(Hj) —v-(Hj)) = Shep + So chy thor 4: 
j=l j= &.
 ll o 




If H and G satisfy the index condition and if n is even, then 
ki—kit koi ku ko—ka1 
So ekuay + do ety) Sho ths; [Slept So cbr shorty] < bi + hs: (22) 
j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1 
and if n is odd, then 
ki-ki ko ku ko—kar 
S° Ekn+j + Do ki 4j < kag +k3 +1; So ej t S° Eki tkatj| Shi + hg +1. 
j=1 j=1 j=1 j=1 
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We now show that these conditions are sufficient to construct the lower anti-triangular 
form for A€ — A. We just consider the case that n is even. If n is odd, then we can use the 
construction used in 2. 
Our main task is to find the pairing technique to transform the odd sized matrix triples 
into even sized lower anti-triangular matrix triples. Once this is done we can assemble these 
triples and the remaining even sized triples for even sized canonical forms to get the final 
lower anti-triangular form. 
The odd sized matrix triples are distributed as follows. k, — k1, triples of form i), ky — ke1 
triples of form ii) and kg triples of form iii). For the odd sized matrix triples of form i) the 
difference between the number of index ¢; = 1 and —1 isl, = oy ek +i For the odd 
sized matrix triples of form ii) the difference is lz = oe Ek thos +3 Without loss of 
generality we assume that 1; > l2. We now use the following steps to pair and transform the 
odd sized matrix triples. 
(a) Let E;,H;j,G; and E;,H;,G; be of form i) and the corresponding structure indices 
satisfy ¢; = —e; (if there is any such pair). Recall that by Remark 5.9 we can freely change 
the signs of the diagonal blocks of the block diagonal matrix €. Thus, we may consider a 
triple of the form 
Zoq41 0 | | Zanes 0 | | Zanini) 0 
9 9 0 
0 —Z2q;4+1 0 Ej 42g; +1 €j22q; 41 I2q; +1 (0) 
By using 17) and (18) it is obviouly possible to transform this triple to a triple of even sized 
blocks in anti-triangular form. Having used this technique for all possible such pairs we now 
still have J, odd sized matrix triples of form i). 
(8) If 1, = 0, then by assumption /2 = 0. Then the odd sized matrix triple of form ii) 
can be also paired such that the signs of the structure indices is opposite. We can use the 
same method as in step (a) to transform all such pairs to even sized matrix triples in lower 
anti-triangular form. Now the only odd sized triples are of form iii). Since n is even the 
number of such triples must be even. So we can pair them and for each pair we can apply 
(17) and the transformation in case 2 of Remark 5.9 to the triple 
| 224;+1 0 | | 224,41 I2q,+1(0) 0 | 
0 224; +1 0 224; +1524; +1(0) |’ 
| 229; +192q;+1(9) 0 | 
0 229; +1J2q;+1(0) 
to obtain an even sized lower anti-triangular matrix triple as 
   44,44; 
where F’, M are lower anti-triangular. Finally, we apply (20) to all these even sized matrix 
triples to get the lower anti-triangular form for A€ — A. 
(y) If tl, > lo > 0, we can pair an odd sized matrix triple of form i) and an odd sized 
matrix triple of form ii). In this way we form lj pairs. For each pair with £;,G;,H; of form 
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i) and E;, G;, H; of form ii) we consider a simultaneous permutation on 
229,41 0 | | €j 229; +1 I2q;,+1 (0) 0 | | Ej, 42,41 0 | 
0 Zog44 0 €5 424; +1 0 €j £29; +1 J2q; +1 (0) 
Using (17) and the transformation in case 2 of Remark 5.9 again, we get a matrix triple 
  
Lata; 
where F, M are lower anti-triangular. Now we still have /; — l2 odd sized matrix triples of 
form i), ko — kg; — I, triples of form ii), and k3 triples of form iii). 
(6) If, = lz then we can pair the remaining ky — ka, — lz odd sized matrix triples of form 
ii) with structure indices in +1 pattern. Also, k3 is even and we can pair the triples of form 
iii). Using the method in step (G) we can get the lower anti-triangular form. 
(e) If 1, > lg we pair a remaining odd sized matrix triple of form i) with a matrix triple 
of form iii) (if there is any). Let E;,G;,H; be a remaining triple of form i) and Ej, Gj, Hj of 
form iii). As in step (y) the paired triple can be transformed to an even sized matrix triple 
in lower anti-triangular form: 
  
    Lata; 
We can get a total number of min{ks,/, — 2} of such triples. 
(ec) If l, —lo < kg, we still have ky — kg, — Ig odd sized matrix triples of form ii) which can 
be paired and remaining k3 — (J; — /2) matrix triples of form iii). Since n is even, based on 
the block sizes it is obvious that k3 — (1; — 2) is even. So again we can apply step (() to get 
the lower anti-triangular form. 
(¢) If 4, — lg > kg then there are still 1, — lz — k3 odd sized matrix triples of form i) and 
kg — ko — ly (which is even) odd sized matrix triples of form ii). Similarly J, — lz — kz must 
be even. We now use two of such triples and one even sized matrix triple of form ii) with 
opposite structure index to construct an even sized anti-triangular form. First, let E';,G;, H; 
be a remaining triple of form i) and £;,G;,H; of form iii) with e; = —e;. We consider 
permutations on 
| 224; 0 | | Ej 224; Fog; (0) 0 | | 424; 0 
0 229; +1 0 €j42q; +1 0 €j22q; 41 I2q; +1 (0) 
Using (20) we get 
0 0 Zq; 0 0 €j\Zq; Iq; (0) 
0 Zag+i O |, 0 €j 429; +1 0 ; 
Za; 0 0 €4Zq; Tq; (0) 0 eje7e1 
0 0 Ej Lq, 
0 €jZ2q,41J2q,4100) 9 |, 
Ej Lq; 0 0 
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where e; is the first unit vector. Partitioning 29,11, €j2Z2q;+1, and €jZ29;+1J2q;+1(0) into 
3 x 3 block forms with middle anti-diagonal block 1 x 1, the matrices in the above triple turn 
out in 5 x 5 block forms. Permuting the last 2 block rows and columns and the first 2 block 
rows and columns simultaneously, then with the structures of Z and 7(0) we get a new triple 
of the form 
   
where F, M are lower anti-triangular. Since eje; = —1, applying transformation (21) to the 
middle blocks, we have an odd sized matrix triple E,G,H in lower anti-triangular form. 
Moreover the entries on the middle of the anti-diagonals of G, H are zero. Using this fact we 
can pair another remaining odd sized matrix triple of form i) with E,G,H, and apply (17) 
and case 2 of Remark 5.9 as in (y) to get an even sized matrix triple in anti-triangular form. 
Note that all remaining odd sized matrix triples of form i) must have the same structure 
index. Let m be the number of even sized matrix triples of form ii) with structure index 
opposite to that of the remaining triples of form i). Then the procedure above can be applied 
min{m, (I, — lz — k3)/2} times. 
(n) If l, — lg — kx < 2m, then we only have ky — ka; — |, odd sized matrix triples of form 
ii) left. These can be paired as in (a). 
(0) If s := 1, —lg — kg — 2m > 0, we still have s (which is even) odd sized matrix triples 
of form i) and kp — ka, — lg (which is also even) odd sized matrix triples of form ii) such 
that half of their struture indices are 1 and half of them are —1. Without loss of generality 
we assume |; = re Eki,+j, Le., the structure indices of all remaining odd sized matrix 
triples of form i) are 1. Then m is the number of even sized matrix triples of form ii) with 
structure indices —1. The index condition (22) now implies that 
kiki 
(ko1 — m) —m+ S- Ekitj = 1, + ko —2m <ko+ ke 
j=l 
or 8 < ky — kg, —lg. We can choose kz — kg] — lz — s (which is even) odd sized matrix triples of 
form ii) paired with index pattern +1. Applying the method in step (a) to each pair, we can 
get an even sized lower anti-triangular matrix triple. We are then left with s odd sized triples 
of form ii). Each of the remaining s odd sized matrix triples of form i) can now be paired 
with one of the remaining s odd sized matrix triples of form ii). Applying the method in step 
(y) we can also get an even sized lower anti-triangular matrix triple. Finally, we only have 
even sized matrix triples all of them in lower anti-triangular form. Applying (20) to these 
even sized matrix triples we can get the lower anti-triangular form for A€ — A. the method 
5. For the eigenvalue oo, by Corollary 5.7, f) and g), the matrix triple £;,G;, H; has one 
of the two forms 
  
Ej = 22g; Jaq;(0), Gj = Hy = 229); 
or 
Ej = €) 229,41 I2q, 4 0), Gj = Hy = 5 Faq; 41- 
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For n even, if G,H satisfy the index condition, we immediately have that the number of 
indices 1 and —1 are the same. Hence, we can pair the odd sized matrix triples in +1 pattern 
and apply (17) and (18) simultaneously to the matrices of each triple to transform it to an 
even sized matrix triple in anti-triangular form. Applying (20) to these triples and the even 
sized matrix triples for even sized canonical forms we get the lower anti-triangular form of 
AE — A. For n odd, the anti-triangular form is constructed analogously. 0 
  
We now have all the ingrediences to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 5.11 Let \€ — A € C?"*?" be an co-regular, T'-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamilton- 
ian/Hamiltonian pencil as in (13). Then the following are equivalent: 
1. There exists a matrit P € GP2p, such that J~!P*J(AE — A)P is in anti-triangular 
form. 
2. There exists a unitary matriz Q € GP2n, such that J~'Q*J(AE — A)Q is in anti- 
triangular form. 
3. If n is even, then the dimension of the deflating subspace associated with any set 
{\o, —Ao| AZ € RU {ool} of eigenvalues of AE — A is a multiple of 4. 
If n is odd, then the dimension of the deflating subspace associated with any, but exactly 
one set {Xo, —Ao| AZ € RU {oo} of eigenvalues of AE — A is a multiple of 4. 
Moreover, in both cases for any ro with 2 € RU {oo}, if r is the dimension of the 
deflating subspace associated with {Xo,—Ao} and if the columns of 
v=| 4 ar Vi, V2 € C2*3 (23) 
form a basis of this deflating subspace, then V.;GV2 and V; HV, satisfy the index con- 
dition. 
Proof. We only consider the case that n is even. The case that n is odd can be shown in 
an analogous way. 
(1. = 2.): Let P = diag(P,, P2) € GP2n, such that J~!P*J(AE — A)P is in anti-triangular 
form and let P, = QR, and Py = Q2R2 be QR-decompositions of P; and P2. Setting 
Q = diag(Q1, Q2), it is easy to see that 
Ry* 0 
J IQ IE —-A)Q= J! | 0 RS” Jpvoe-ayp | 0 | 
0 R,' 
is still in anti-triangular form. The converse is obvious. 
By Proposition 5.2, we may assume that the spectrum of the pencil is {a,@, —a, —@} for 
some a € CU {co}. (1. © 3.) then follows from Lemma 5.10. 0 
In this section we have derived necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
transformations to anti-triangular form. It should be noted, that if the transformation exists, 
then it can be done with unitary transformations and this is good news, since it opens the 
perspective for numerically stable algorithms. 
On the other hand, we have seen that difficulties may arise from blocks associated with 
real, purely imaginary, or infinite eigenvalues. But if no reduction to anti-triangular condensed 
form exists, then either we may weaken the restriction to anti-triangular form or we may allow 
non-unitary transformations. We study these possibilities in the next section. 
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6 Reduction to almost anti-triangular form 
As shown in Section 5, a reduction to structured Schur form is not always possible for the 
matrices of the form (12) and the pencils of the form (13). Therefore, one has to allow also 
non-unitary transformations in a reduction to a condensed form if one wants to preserve both 
structures. In [1] such a reduction method was introduced for the case of matrices from linear 
response theory. This method results in a form that displays the eigenvalues and that is 
obtained by using unitary transformations as well as hyperbolic rotations. In this section, we 
will generalize this method to the pencil case. Let us start with some technical lemmas that 
can be easily verified. 
Lemma 6.1 Let \€ — A € C2"*?" be a regular pencil that is T-selfadjoint and skew-Hamiil- 
tonian/Hamiltonian. If Xo is an eigenvalue of € — A and if U = (U7, UF} # 0, with 
U,,U2 € C*", forms a basis of the right deflating subspace of XE — A associated with the 
eigenvalue ro, then 
1. (UZ, —UZ)|? = XU is a basis of the right deflating subspace of XE — A associated with 
the eigenvalue —Ao. 
2. (UZ, UF] = (TU)* is a basis of the left deflating subspace of AE — A associated with the 
eigenvalue Xo. 
3. [Uz, —Uj] = (JU)* is a basis of the left deflating subspace of XE — A associated with 
the eigenvalue —Apo. 
Lemma 6.2 Let A€ — A € C2”*?" be a regular, T'-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/Hamil- 
tonian pencil determined by matriz triple E,G,H, and let U = (U7, UE), with Uy,U2 € 
C"*", be a basis of the right deflating subspace of AE — A associated with the eigenvalue Ao 
such that there exist matrices A,B € C'*", with 
EUA = AUB. 
Then one of the following cases hold: 
1. If 39 = 0, then U satisfies 
€U = AUB, &(=U) = A(SU)(-B), 
det U*(TA)U £0, det U*(JA)U £0, 
U*(TE)U = B*U*(TA)U = U* (TAUB, 
U*(JE)U = (—B*)U*(JA)U = U*(JA)UB. 
2. If \o = 0, then U satisfies 
EUA=AU, &(SU)(—A) = A(ZU), 
det U*(TE)U £0, detU*(JE)U £0, 
U*(TA)U = A*U*(TE)U = U*(TE)UA, 
U*(JAU = (—A*)U* (JEU = U*(JEUA. 
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8. If Ag 1s non-zero real, then U satisfies 
EUA= AU, €E(XU)(—A) = A(XU), 
det U*(TE)U #0, U*(JE)U =U*(JAU =0, 
U*(TA)U = A*U*(TE)U =U*(TEUA. 
4. If Xo is non-zero purely imaginary, then U_ satisfies 
EUA=AU, &(SU)(—A) = A(SU), 
det U*(JE)U £0, U*(TE)U =U*(TA)U =0, 
U*(JA)U = (—A*)U* (JEU = U*(JE)UA. 
5. If Xo 1s non-real and non-purely imaginary, then U satisfies 
EUA= AU, €(SU)(—A) = A(SU), 
U*(TE)U =U*(TA)U =0, U*(JE)U =U*(JA)U =0. 
Proof. For any regular pencil A€ — A, if U,W are bases of the right and left deflating 
subspaces associated with a single eigenvalue Aq then 
EUA=AU, A(A) = o, det WEU £0, 
if Ao is finite, and 
EU = AUB, A(B) = 0, det WAU 4 0, 
if Ao = ©. 
Furthermore, if U, W are bases of the right and left deflating subspaces of A€ — A associated 
with two different finite eigenvalues Xo, ju, respectively, then WEU = WAU = 0, see [6]. 
With these facts and Lemma 6.1, the relations in Lemma 6.2 are easy to verify. O 
Lemma 6.3 Let \€ — A € C2”*?" be a regular, T'-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/Hamil- 
tonian pencil. Furthermore, let X form a basis of the eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue 
Ag € RU (AR) U {oo}, te., AXEX = AX if ro is finite or EX =0 and AX is of full column 
rank if X59 = oo. Then Ap is semi-simple, i.e., the sizes of Kronecker blocks are all 1 x 1, if 
and only if the following conditions hold: 
1. If \o £0 is real, then X*(TA)X = AoX*(TE)X is nonsingular. 
2. If Xo £0 is purely imaginary, then X*(JA)X = Ao X*(JE)X is nonsingular. 
3. If Xo = 0, then X*(TE)X and X*(JE)X are nonsingular. 
4. If 3» = co, then X*(TA)X and X*(JA)X are nonsingular. 
Proof. We only consider 2). The rest can be shown in a similar way. 
‘Only if’: Assume that Ag is not semi-simple. Then by Lemma 10 in [14], there exists 
an eigenvector (= Xv for some v) such that y*JEx = y*JAx = 0 for all eigenvectors y 
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associated with Ao. But then X*(JE)X and X*(JA)X are singular which is a contradiction. 
Hence, Ag is semi-simple. 
‘If’: Let Ap be semi-simple. Then taking U = X and A = Aol, B =I in Lemma 6.2, it 
follows by case 4 of Lemma 6.2 that det(X*(JE)X) #0, and hence, X*(JA)X = Ao X*(JE)X 
is also nonsingular. 0 
In the following we will reduce the pencil A€ — A to an almost anti-triangular form by 
using unitary transformations as much as possible. 
Definition 6.4 Let \€ — A € ©"*?" be a regular, T-selfadjoint and skew-Hamiltonian/- 
Hamiltonian pencil. We say that XE — A is in almost anti-triangular form, if it has the 
form 
    
0 0 Fi3 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Eo Ez 0 0 0 0 0 
E3, E39 E33 | 0 0 0 0 0 
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A 0 0 0 0 0 E3; 0 0 Ag 0 0 0 , ( ) 
0 0 o0| 0 ES Et 0 Hy» H3| 0 0 0 
0 0 0 | B% Ek, E%, Hi, Hi, Hy3| 0 0 0 
where Eo, Goo, Ho € C"—™ X("—™)_ are diagonal, E13, £31, G13, Hi3 € C"*™ are lower anti- 
triangular, and m is chosen maximal. 
In the following we describe a reduction method for the computation of an almost anti- 
triangular form. Each step of this method requires the knowledge of a single eigenvalue, an 
eigenvalue pair {Ag, —Ao}, or an eigenvalue quadruple, together with the associated deflating 
subspaces of a doubly structured pencil in the form (13). 
Theorem 6.5 Let \€ — A € C?"*2” be an oo-regular, T-selfadjoint and skew-Hamiltonian/- 
Hamiltonian pencil. 
1. If Xo is an eigenvalue that is non-real and not purely imaginary and has algebraic 
multiplicity r, then there exists a unitary matrix P = diag(P,, P2) € GP2, such that 
E 0 0 G —lp* JIVE — =} » _ Y J P*I(AE — AYP ron La S|. 
where all three matrices E, G,H have the form 
0 0 X13 
X= 0 Xo X93 ], 
X31 X32 X33 
with X13, X31, € C’*” lower anti-triangular. Moreover, the spectrum of AE — A is equal to the 
union of {Xo,—Ao, 0, —Ao}, determined (as a spectrum) by the pencil 
0 EF, 0 0 0 0 0 Gs 
| a Bs 0 0 |_| 0 0 Gig Gas 
0 0 O EF, 0 Hy 0 0 |? 
0 0 Et, Ek, Ht, H33 0 0 
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and the spectrum of the subpencal 
d Fo, 0 | | 0 Gre 
Moreover, the spectra of the two subpencils are disjoint. 
2. If Ao is such that 2 € RU {oo}, then there exists a nonsingular matric P = 
diag(P,, P2) € GP2,, such that 
ipstiye. no | 0) [0 G@ mpane-ap=af® 2] -[2 6) 
where all three matrices EB, G,H have the form 
  
with X14,X4, € C’*? lower anti-triangular, and where Xo € C?*% is a diagonal matrix, and 
2p+q =r. Moreover, the spectrum of E — A is equal to the union of {Ao, —Ao} which is 
determined (as a spectrum) by the subpencil 
0 0 Ey 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Gs 
0 Ey Ex 0 0 0 0 0 0 OO Gy Goa 
,| fu Be Eu 0 0 0 |_| 0 0 0 Gig Gy Gu 
0 0 0 0 0 Ef, 0 0 Ay 0 0 0 |? 
0 0 0 0 ES Ex, 0 Hy Hy» 0 0 0 
0 0 O Ey, EX, Ei, He, Hi, Hu 0 0 0 
and the spectrum of the pencil 
| Bs 9 J] 9 Ges 
0 Et, H33 0 | 
Moreover, the spectra of the two subpencils are disjoint. 
Proof. In the following let the columns of U = [U/,,U/]" form the basis of the deflating 
subspace associated with an eigenvalue Ag € C U {co} of the pencil AE — A. 
1. If Ao is neither real nor purely imaginary, then there exists a matrix A € C*" that 
only has the single eigenvalue Ao and that satisfies CUA = AU. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that A is upper triangular. By part 5. of Lemma 6.2 we have that 
EU, A = GU), 
E*U,A = HU,, 
Uz EU, = Ux HU, = UZGU2 = 0. (25) 
We first show that U,,U2,HU, and GU are all of full column rank. Note that Xo is 
another eigenvalue of the pencil with algebraic multiplicity r. Let V = [V’, V]’ bea 
basis of the corresponding right deflating subspace, i.e., there is a matrix C' only having the 
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eigenvalue 9 such that EVC = AV. By Lemma 6.1 ([V)* and (JV)* are bases of the left 
deflating subspaces associated with Aj and —Xo, respectively, i.e., we have 
C*(PV)*€ =(PV)*A, (—C)*(JV)*E = (JV)*A. 
Hence we have 
det ((rvy‘ev) +0, det ((rvyav) #0, (JV)*EU = (JV)*AU = 0. 
Noting that ((V)*€U = V;*E*U2 + VjEU, and (JV)*EU = —V/*E*U2 + VEU), we obtain 
that the matrices 
1 







are all nonsingular. Therefore, U;,U2 and HU, GU2 must be of full column rank. 
Let LL} = Uf H?U,, LoL} = U3G?U2 be Cholesky factorizations, see [8]. Then L1, Lz are 
lower triangular and nonsingular. Without loss of generality we may assume that both U1, U2 
are orthonormal. By the third equation in (25), then [U,, HU, L,*Z,] and [U2, GU2L;*Z,| 
are orthonormal. Let P,, Py € C’*("-?") be orthonormal such that the columns of [P/’, PZ ]” 
form a basis of the deflating subspace associated with all eigenvalues of AE — A that are 
distinct from Ao. Then 
Pl= (U1, Py, HU, L,*Z,|, Po = (U2, Py, GU2L5*Z,|, 
are unitary. Introducing P = diag(P1, P2) € GP2, and using the relations in (25) one can 
easily verify that 
(IPI AE = AYP =, — Av = A “f 0 |-| 0 “i. 0 Ex H, 0 
where 
0 0 A*L1Z, 
Ey = 0 P3EP; P3EHU,L,*Z, , 
Z,LiA-| Z,Ly'UZGEP, Z,Ly'U3GEHU|L{*Z, 
0 0 LZ, 
Gy = 0 P3GP» P3G°ULL, *Z, , 
Z,Li. Z,Ly'USG? Py Z,Ly'UZG2U2L5*Z, 
0 0 LZ, 
H, = 0 P*HP, Pi H?UL,*Z, 
Z,Lt Z,LT'USH?P, Z,Ly'Us HBU, Ly *Z, 
For example, (U3 E)HU,|L,*Z, = (A *U{H)HU,Ly*Z, = A-*L,1Z, gives the (1,3)-block 
of E,. Note that the matrices A~*D,Z,, [oZ, and [£,Z;, are all lower anti-triangular. The 
assertion about the spectrum is then easy to verify. 
2. Assume that 9 is such that 42 € RU {oo}. In this case we have to consider four 
different situations for an eigenvalue 9, namely, non-zero real, purely imaginary, zero and 
infinity. 
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2.1 If Xo is real non-zero, then there exists a matrix A € C’*" having the only eigenvalue 
Xo such that EUA = AU. By part 3. of Lemma 6.2 we have 
EU,A=GU2, E*U,A=HU,, —-U*(JE)U = U* B*U — UZ E*U, =0 
and thus, the matrices 
1 
T = U}BU; = (UZBU;)* = 5U*(PE)U. 
Us HU, = UsGU, = A*T =TA 
are nonsingular. Clearly then U,, U2, HU,, GU2 are of full column rank. Let V = (Vi, Vey € 
C?"*s form the basis of the right eigenspace of A€ — A associated with Xo, ie., AX9EV = AV. 
Since range V is a subspace of rangeU, we still have Vj, HVi,V2,GV2 of full column rank. 
Similarly, we have 
NEV, =GVo, A E*Va = HV,, 
1 Vi HV; = V3GV2 = o( Ve BV2) = do( VS EVi)* = 5A0V*(LE)V = Y, (26) 
where Y is Hermitian, but possibly singular. 
If Y is definite, then V*(TE)V is definite. By Lemma 6.3, in this case Ag is semi-simple, 
V =U, A= ol, and T = UZEU, = (UZEU,)* and U*HU, = USGUy = XoT are both 
definite. Let P,, P, € C’*("-") be orthonormal such that P*E*U2 = Px EU, = 0. Then we 
also have P/} HU, = P;GU2 = 0. Let LL* = 6T be the Cholesky factorization of 6T > 0 (6 = 
+1). Introducing P; = (Ui L~*, P,] and Py = (U2L*, P| then P:,P2 must be nonsingular 
(but in general not unitary). Indeed, if P; is singular, then there exists « = [x12]? 4 0, 
21,22 € C” such that Uj L *2,+ Pix2 = 0. Pre-multiplying Uj H we have USHU,L *x = 0. 
Then xz; = 0 and therefore x2 = 0, which is a contradiction. The invertibility of P2 is proved 
in the same way. Let P = diag(P1,P2) € GP2n. Then we have 
  
i ye, fH 0) _f0 @ (J71PI)\(AE — AYP =: rE A= | 1 Be | Fe ime 
where 
[ol 0 _f rAdr 0 _ f AodT 
B= | 0 pen |: a =| 0 pers |: m=| 0 PHP, 
and we have obtained the condensed form. Note that no more eigenvalues Ag, —Ap are in the 
spectrum of the reduced pencil 
| PEP 0 - 0 PGP, 
0 (PXEP,)* PFHP, 0 |’ 
If Y is not definite with inertia index (p1,q1,s — pi — qi), then assume without loss of 
generality p, — q, > 0. Then Y is orthogonally similar to diag(D ,,—D2,D3) where D3 is 
void or scalar zero if 2p; < s or positive diagonal of size 2p, — s if 2p, > s, and D,, Do are 
nonnegative diagonal with size py = min{|5],s — p;}. Using the simple fact that any 2 x 2 
4 O 0 V0102 . . S 0; . 
matrix | 0 65 | with 61,62 > 0 is orthogonally similar to | Juibs ‘ I we may 
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assume without loss of generality that V = [V,, V2] is chosen such that Vj, V2 are orthonormal 
(which will not affect the properties in (26)), and 
0 Dy 0 
Y=] D*, Dy 0 |, (27) 
0 0 Ds 
where D3 is as above, Diz € C’?*”2 are nonnegative diagonal. Now partition 
Yi = (Vin, Via, Vis). Vo = [Var, Voa, Vo3], 
conformably. Obviously Vi, V21 are orthonormal and HV\; and GV2, are of full column rank. 
By (26) and (27) we have 
Ao EVi1, = GVa1, Ao E*Vo1 = AVi1, 
Vo EVis = Vi AV = Vo GVa1 = 0, 
which is the same as (25). 
Similarly as in 1. we define a unitary matrix P € GP2,, such that 
(IPI AE = AYP =, — Av = A “f 0 |-| 0 “i. 0 EF H, 0 
where in 
0 0 Fi3 0 0 G13 0 0 Ag 
EF, = 0 Eo, Fo, |, Gr= 0 Goo Gog |, A= 0 Ho Ho; |, 
E3; E32 £33 Gi3 G3 G33 Hy}; Hj; Ags 
the matrices F413, F413, Gi3, Hig € C??*?? are all lower anti-triangular, and the matrix triple 
| oe | lg. oe | Lar a 
E3, E33 |? Giz G33 |’ AY; 33 
is associated with a pair of eigenvalues Ag, —Ao. 
If the pencil 
X Ex, O | | O Gore 
still has an eigenvalue 9, we can repeat the above procedure for this pencil to get a condensed 
form with larger anti-triangular part as before. Obviously, this procedure will finish after 
finitely many steps and we then have the required form. 
2.2 If Ao = ia is purely imaginary, then there exists a matrix A € C’*" having the only 
eigenvalue X9 such that EU A = AU. By 4. of Lemma 6.2 we have 
EU,|A=GU2, E*U,zA= HU, 
and the matrices 
1 
T := UZEU, = —-(UZEU,)* = GU ENU, 
U*HU, = —UsSGU,=—-A*T =TA 
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are nonsingular. Replacing T by 17’ which is Hermitian, and A by —7A which has the real 
eigenvalue a we can use the same proof as in 2.1. 
2.3 For \o = 0, there exists a matrix A € C?’*?" having the only eigenvalue zero such 
that EVA = AU. Here the number of columns of U must be even by the canonical form. By 
2. of Lemma 6.2 we have 
EU,A=GU2, E*U,A= HU,, 
T :=UZEU,, det U*(TE)U = det(T+7T*) £0, det U*(JE)U = det(T — T*) £0, 
U*HU, = A*T =T*A, USGUy = A*T* =TA. 
As before, let V = [V,’ V]" be a basis of the right eigenspace of A€ — A, ie., EV is of 
full column rank and AV = 0. Without loss of generality we assume that V; = [Vi,, 0] and 
Vi1 is of full column rank, which can be obtained by performing an LQ decomposition of Vj. 
Partition V2 = [V21, V22] conformably. Then V2. must be of full column rank, since /V is 
another basis of the right eigenspace. From the uniqueness of the eigenspace it follows that 
there exists a nonsingular matrix F’ such that 
Vii O Vii 0 V= = F. 
| Vor Vo2 | | —Vo, —V22 | 
and one has 
I 0 
F=| op, a Vor = Voo Fi. 
So we may assume further that V is already in the form 
_[M a v=[0 
where V; € C”*?1 nd Vo € C”*?2, Moreover, we have that EV; and E*V> are of full column 
rank and GV2 = 0, HV; = 0. 
We then consider one step of reduction in the following subcases. 
Subcase 1. pi,p2 > 0 and at least one, say pj, is larger than 1. (The case pg > 1 can 
be treated analogously.) Then V3 EV, is not void and the number of columns is p; > 1. By 
applying a permuted QR-factorization, V> EV, can be reduced to a form | p | when p2 > pi 
or [0, R] when po < pi, where R is square and lower anti-triangular. From this condensed 
form we obtain full rank matrices X,, X2 with the same number of columns such that 
X3V}EV,X, =0. (28) 
We still have 
AV, X1 = GVoXo =0 (29) 
and EV,X1, E*V2Xo are of full column rank. Let 
Pi =([ViX1, Pi, E*V2X9], Pz = [VoX2, Py EV, X)] 
be square, where P;, P) are chosen such that 
P*1V,Xy, E*V2X2]=0, P¥[VoX2, EV X\] =0. (30) 
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Then (28) implies that P|, Pz are nonsingular and we have P = diag(P),P2) € GP2,. Then 
i ye, fH 0) _f0 @ (J71PI)\(AE — AYP =: rE A= | 1 Be | Fe ime 
where by (28)—(30) we have 
0 0 Fii3 
Fy = PSEP, = 0 Eo Eo 5 
B3, E32 B33 
0 O 0 0 O 0 
Gi = P5GP2=|]0 Goo Go3 |, Hi =PPHPi: =| 0 He Ho3 |, 
0 Ck, Cry 0 Hi, Hs3 
with Fy3 = X35VSERE*V2X9, Ex; = X{V{E*EV|X1. Applying an additional tranformation 
we can reduce £3 and £3; to lower anti-triangular form. From the process, we see that the 
transformation matrix can be chosen unitary. 
Subcase 2. If pj = pp = 1, then V*TEV = 0 Vp Eve | is2x 2. If VS EV, =0 
, Vy EV, 0 2 , 
then one can apply the reduction of Subcase 1. If V,;EV, # 0 then det(V*TEV) F 0. Since 
V*T is a basis of the left eigenspace, by Lemma 6.3 the eigenvalue 0 is semi-simple and the 
algebraic multiplicity is 2, and hence V is just a basis of the right deflating subspace. Let 
Pi =(M, Pil, P2 = [V2, Po], 
be square, where P,, P satisfy VE P, = 0 and Py EV; = 0. Then P; and P»2 are nonsingular. 
Indeed, if there exists a scalar a and a vector x such that Via+ Pix = 0, then pre-multiplying 
by VE one gets V,"EV,a = 0, which implies a = 0 and hence z = 0. So det Pj # 0. In the 
same way one obtains det P2 4 0. With P = diag(P1, P2) € GP2n, we obtain 
(J-!PI)AE — AYP =: 1 — At =a 4 0 |-| iy |: 0 EF H, 0 
where 
an | VEY 0 
Ey = P5 EP, —_ | 0 FE | 5 
cap [0 0 eam [0 0 
Gi — P>GP2 = F Goo IF A, =P, HP, = | 0 Hoo | 
Again here P can be chosen unitary. Note that Hoo and G22 cannot be singular in this case 
and no more zero eigenvalue occurs in the reduced pencil 
X Fo, 0 | | 0 Go 
0 Ex, Ay O |° 
Subcase 8. If pg = 0 (or pj = 0 which can be treated analogously), then we have V = 
[Vi, 0]”, EV, is of full column rank and HV; = 0. Moreover, G must be nonsingular, since 
otherwise there would be additional eigenvectors as [0, 23]’ with x2 4 0 associated with a 
zero eigenvalue of G and po > 0. Let V2 satisfy 
GV2 = EV,. (31) 
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Then V2 € C’*?! is of full column rank. If Vo‘GV2 is not definite, then one can determine a 
full rank matrix X such that X*Vo'GV2X = 0. Then 
X*VS EV X = X*VSGVX = 0. 
Clearly HV,X = 0 and Vi X,VoX,EV{X = GVoX are of full column rank. With these 
properties one can determine nonsingular matrices 
P, = [ViX, Pi, E*V2X], Py = [VoX, Po, EV X], 
where P/[V|X, E*V2X] = Py[V2X, EV,X] = 0 and P;,P2 can be chosing to be unitary. 
Then P = diag(P),P2) € GPan 
(JTIPI)OAE — AYP =: 1 — At =| 4 0 |-| ° |: E* Hy 0 
where 
0 0 Fi3 
Ei, = PsEP, =| 0 Eno Eo3 |, 
E3, E32 B33 
0 0 Giz 0 O 0 
G, = P3GP2=] 0 Go Go |, A, =PIHP, =| 0 Aon Ao; | , 
13 Go3 G33 0 Hi, Hs33 
and Fi = X*VSEE*V2X, F731 = X*VSE* EV, X, G43 = X*VoG?VoX. Let Q1, Q2, Q3 be 
unitary such that Q}Fi3, QiGi3Q2, Q531Q3 are all lower anti-triangular, which can be 
done by performing QR-like factorizations to E13 first to determine Q, such that Q7 F113 
is lower anti-triangular, then to Qj{Gi3 to determine Q» and finally to Q35.E3; to determine 
Q3. Set Q; = diag(Q3,/,I), Q2 = diag(Qi,7,Q2) and Q = diag(Q), Q2) € GP2,. Then 
(J~'QJ) (AE, — Ai)Q has the desired form. 
If V>GV4 is definite then V> EV, = V>GV% is also definite. Set 
Py =(Vi(6VSGV2) 2, Pi], Po = [Va(dVGV2) 2, Pa), 
where 6 € {1,—1} is such that 6V,"GV2 > 0 and P,, P2 satisfy V,;EP, = 0 and Py EV, = 0. 
Similarly as before we see that P, and P2 are nonsingular. With P = diag(P), P2) € GPan, 
then 
4 ye, fH 0) _f0 G (JI PI)\(AE — AYP =: rE, A= | 7 be | Lo me 
where 
_ | bln, 0 _ | bly, 0 —_ | Op, 0 
B= | 0 be |: a =| 0 Go |’ Hy = 0 Ho |° 
Since Ho and G22 must be nonsingular (V is also a basis of the null space of H with dimension 
(pi), NO more zero eigenvalue is in the reduced pencil 
d Fo, 0 | | 0 Gre 
0 Es Hy» 0 |: 
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If after one step of this reduction the pencil 
X Ex, O | | O Gore 
still has a zero eigenvalue, we repeat the procedure and obtain the desired form after finitely 
many steps. 
2.4 If \y = 00, then there exists a matrix B € C’’*?" having the only eigenvalue zero such 
that EU = AUB. Here the number of columns of U must be even, since we have assumed 
that the pencil is co-regular. By 1. of Lemma 6.2 we have 
EU, =GU2B, E*U) = HU;B, 
T} = USHU,, T> = U;GU2, det (Ty x T2) x 0, 
U3 EU, = B*T, = TB. 
 
Again let V = [V,’ Vi] be a basis of the right eigenspace of \€ — A, i-e., EV = 0 and AV is 
of full column rank. Using the fact that XV is also a basis of the right eigenvector subspace 
VY, O 
0 VW 
clear that V; and V2 have the same number of columns, since V; and V2 span the null space 
of EF and E£* repectively. We have that EV, = E*V2 = 0 and GV, and AV, are of full column 
rank. Consider the matrices V>;GV2 and V;*HV, and the following two subcases. 
Subcase 1. If both matrices are indefinite, then there exits matrices Z,, Z2 such that 
25 V3GV2Z2 = 0, Z{V/;HV,Z, = 0. Obviously we can choose Z;, Z2 such that they have the 
same number of columns. If originally Z2 has more columns than Z,, then we just choose a 
submatrix of Z to be a new Z» which has the same number of columns as Z). We then can 
determine two nonsingular matrices 
as in 2.3 we assume V = | I where Vj, V2 € C”*?! are of full column rank. It is 
Pi=(Mi2, Pi,AViZ], Po = [V2Z2, Po GV2Zo] 
such that P*[V,Z,, HV; Z)] = Pi[V2Z2, GV2Z2] = 0. With P = diag(P), P2) € GP an, then 
(J-!PI)AE — AYP =: 1 — At =a 4 0 |-| iy |: 0 E; H, 0 
where 
0 0 0 0 0 G13 0 0 Hy3 
E, =| 0 Eo Eo |, Gi= 0 Go Go|, M= 0 Ha Ho 
0 E32 E33 Giz G53; G33 Hy}; Hj; Hg33 
Again, in this subcase P can be chosen unitary. 
Subcase 2. Suppose that one of the matrices V;;HV,, V>GV2 is definite, say, without loss 
of generality, V; HV. If V;GV2 is nonsingular then there exist nonsingular matrices X1, X2 
such that X{V;/HV|X,1 = 6I and X3Vj'GV2X2 = O, where 6 € {1,—1} and O is a signature 
matrix. Defining square matrices 
Pi = (Vix, Pil, Pz = [V2X2, Po] 
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such that P, and P, have full rank and satisfy P}HV|X; = 0 and P3GV2X»2 = 0 and setting 
P = diag(P1,P2) € GP2n, it is easy to verify that P is nonsingular. We obtain 
4 ye, fH 0) _f0 G (JI PI)\(AE — A)P =: rE, A= | 7 be | Lo me 
Pal) Bef =| em] M=[0 ate | 
Since #52 must be nonsingular, no more infinite eigenvalue is in the reduced pencil 
| 0 |-| 0 |. 
0 E55 Ao, 0 
If VGV2 were singular, then as above there whould exist X,,X2 nonsingular such that 
X{Vi AV, Xy = oI and X35 VI GV2X2 = diag(0, 0). Let X92 = (X12, X29] be such that. 
where 
Pi =(Vi xX, Pil, Pz = [V2X2, Po] 
be square, where P,, P2 are of full rank and satisfy P/ HV, X, = 0 and P3|[V2X12, GV2X22] = 
0. Then one can verify that P,, Pz are nonsingular. With P = diag(P),P2) € GP2n, then 
i ye, fH 0) _f0 @ (J71PI)\(AE — AYP =: rE A= | 1 Be | Fe ime 
0 0 0 0 ‘IO 
EB = = HH = 
' LS bm | “1 r Gn | ' P tte | 
with © = diag(0,0). Then it is obvious that \€, — A, would be a singular pencil. Hence 
V>GV>2 must be invertible. 
where 
If the subpencil 
d Fo, 0 | | O Go 
still has infinite eigenvalues, then we repeat the procedure, so that after finitely many steps 
we obtain the desired form. O 
Remark 6.6 Theorem 6.5 gives rise to a step-by-step reduction procedure in which we con- 
tinue for every eigenvalue with the pencil 
d Fo, 0 | | O Go 
after case 1 or 
A] 7 0 |-| 0 | 
0 E35 A330 
after each subcase of case 2. In this way we can get the almost anti-triangular form. This is 
because in each subcase of case 2 we do not get the anti-triangular form except for the last 
step, where the corresponding block associated with either H or G (or both) is definite. 
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Note that the non-unitary transformations are may have to be performed in the final 
step of four subcases of case 2 only. These transformations can be carried out even after all 
possible unitary transformations for all eigenvalues having been performed. Moreover, the 
non-unitary transformations can be performed in a robust way because of the definiteness of 
one or both of the blocks related to H and G. 
Note that the eigenvector reduction procedure used in case 2 can also be used in case 1. 
Then in each step of the reduction one only has to determine the eigenspaces. 
7 Conclusion 
We have presented canonical forms for double structured matrices and pencils and then given 
necessary and sufficient conditions when analogous condensed forms can be determined via 
unitary transformations. In these cases we expect to be able to construct these forms via nu- 
merically stable structure preserving algorithms. If this is not possible, then we can construct 
almost anti-triangular forms also using non-unitary transformations 
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Appendix 
For the case of matrix pencils that are not oo-regular we can also design a canonical form. 
We state this result here for completeness. 
Theorem 7.1 Let X€ — A € C?"*?" be a regular, T-selfadjoint, and skew-Hamiltonian/- 
Hamiltonian pencil. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix W € GPa such that 
(PIW TOE - AW = (JT1W*DJ AE — AW 
In, 0 0 0 0 Gy 0 
_ | 0 Eo 0 0 | _ | 0 0 0 Gx 
0 0 th, 0 Hy 0 0 0 |? 
0 0 0 E 0 Hx» 0 0 
where Gp and Hy in the canonical form (8) of Theorem 3.2 and 
Eso = diag(F1,. oa , Ex), Goo = diag(Gj, oa ., Gx), Ay, = diag(H;, see , Ax), 
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and the blocks E;, Gj, and H; have corresponding sizes and are of one and only one of the 
following forms: 
1. blocks corresponding to paired even sized blocks in type 4.1.1 of Theorem 4.1 with sizes 
2p, associated with the eigenvalue oo: 
E; = Zp Jrp(0) and G; = Hi; = 22; 
2. blocks corresponding to two odd sized blocks in type 4.1.2 of Theorem 4.1 associated with 
the eigenvalue oo with sizes 2p+1, 2g+1 and p> q, and the structure indices €1, 61 
and €9,69 chosen such that €16, = —€209: 
  
_ E1Z p41 0 _ E2Zq41 0 
0 |’ =| 0 a, |: G=| 0 eEZy 
eoly 
_ 0 _ E2Zq41 0 _ E1Z p41 0 
Bi caty | 4;=| 0 az}? S| 0 2% 
e1Ly 0 
when €10, = —l. 
Proof. The proof is extremely technical and not presented here. O 
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